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SOUTH AFRICAN LAUNCH 
OF NEW PACER 310 SPRINT

Principal dimensions:
LOA 9.5
LWL 8.953
Beam 3.33
draft 2m
headroom 1.95m
displacement 3055kg
sail area upwind  54.95 m2
sail area downwind 103.29 m2

Built to One Design. Light Displacement Cruiser/Racer. Built to CE 
Category A for 6 persons. Vinylester Hull & Deck. Ideal Cruiser or Racer. 

Below-deck headsail Furler. Assymmetric Sail Plan for ease-of Sail.

The Pacer 310 Sprint is the perfect starter keelboat for both cruising families 
and the competitive sailor. Offering modern looks and great performance, 
superior build materials and fi nishes, and built to ‘one design’ parameters, this 
boat will meet the requirements of the greater sailing community. Her robust 
build, full interior with 1.9m headroom, deep draft 2m T keel and balanced Tiller 
steered rudder foil, and modern spacious cockpit layout, will appeal to all.

1st 8 Boats @ R699,900 incl 
vat, Sail-Away! 10% Deposit 

secures. Delivery early 
2011. Finance Available. 

Terms and Conditions Apply. 
Sold ex Yard, Cape Town.

Contact us for info on the all new Pacer 400

Soon after the Soccer World Cup, it was 
sailing’s turn to grab the spotlight, and 
in August, Cape Town was the scene for a 
thrilling Lipton Cup Challenge, with 25 boats 
on the water and a pack of young skippers 
attempting to topple the reigning champion, 
Greg Davis. 

Having won last year sailing Daly’s 
Insurance, Greg, with Gareth Blankenberg as 
co-skipper, was sailing for Knysna Yacht Club, 

on the same boat, but with a new owner and a 
new sponsor - Colorpress Printing.

With boats and teams coming to Cape 
Town from all over the country and the L26 
Western Cape Provincials the week before, 
Royal Cape was a awash with sailors, and in 
the five days between the events the teams 
made adjustments, and went out and practised 
manoeuvres, hoping that it would make the 
difference when the Lipton Cup Challenge 

Lipton Cup

Now For A New Venue
By Matthew Thomas

started.
One of the things that’s unique about the 

Lipton Cup Challenge is that there are three 
designated courses that have to be sailed for the 
event to take place. Each course is a different 
shape and has to be at least 12 nautical miles 
in total distance. The most difficult course 
to set is the ‘square’ course, followed by the 
‘equilateral triangle’ course. The final course 
is a windward/leeward ‘sausage’ course, and 
once these have been sailed, the Race Officer 
can set any other course to match the weather 
of the day. Additionally, only one course may 
be sailed each day, so the maximum number of 
races is six.

Looking at the results of the L26 WC 
Provincials, it was pretty clear that the racing 
this year would be tight and the big question 
at the bar was whether the new young bloods 
would be able to topple the Davis/Blankenberg 
team sailing Colorpress. 

The first race of the 2010 Lipton Cup 
Challenge was schedule to start just as the 
iconic Athlone Towers were to meet their fate. 
Due to the lumpy seas and switching wind 
direction, the start was postponed and the 
sailors got to watch these ‘Old ladies’ vanish 
from the Cape Town skyline. Every attempt was 
made to set the required square course, but after 
nearly an hour of postponement, Di Hutton-
Squire, the Race Officer, decided to abandon 
that course and set a windward leeward, 
sausage course as the opening race.

After a general recall the start line was reset 
to accommodate a sudden wind shift, and the 
2010 event was underway.

With the start positioned off Milnerton 
Lighthouse, the fleet immediately headed 
towards Table Mountain, looking for the 
various favourable wind shifts that are often 
found there. While this was happening, one 
of the mark laying boats crossed the course 
upwind towing one of the marks, which led to 
some confusion as many of the leading boats 
thought that it was the top mark and continued 
towards the docks before tacking close to its 
layline, which meant they had overstood the 
laid weather mark.

This gave the boats further back in the fleet 
a chance and first boat at the weather mark was 
MSC Donna Mia Always, sailed by Sibusisu 
Sizatu and Jonathan Cole (Defence KZN). They 
were closely followed by UCT Maverick, sailed 
by Oliver Hobson (UCT) and Colorpress.

With three-metre swells and winds of 12 
to 15 knots out of the north-west, the teams set 
their spinnakers and surfed back down to the 
start mark, now two miles downwind. The lead 
constantly changed and at the bottom mark, 
the students on UCT Maverick were in the lead, 
followed closely by Colorpress and LDYC Round 
The Island Race Challenger, sailed by Brandon 
Smith and Richard Tanner (Lake Deneys).

With lumpy seas and a cold wind blowing, 
sailing upwind was not much fun, and on the 
second leg, Mother Nature decided that it was 
time for her to give the salt encrusted sailors 
a good rinse which further chilled the crews. 
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Technical products, backed by technical staff with experience...

Cruise Jacket
Graphite/Silver Grey XS-XXL 

Red/Navy XS-XXL 

Women’s Pro Top
White 10-16 
Black 10-16
Pink 10-16

Sprint 
Carbon, Black, Red, White, 

Dark Grey 

Racer Trousers
Black XS-XXL

Gripper Shoes

Breathable Kevlar® & Leather boots
Sizes 39-47

Aquatech Shoes
Black/Carbon 36-47

Tall Yachting boots
Graphite/Grey/Red 36-48

Stand CP1 & CP2 Cape Town International 
Boat Show 08-10 October 2010

Approaching the top mark, favourites Colorpress showed their superior 
speed and experience and led the pack, followed closely by UCT Maverick 
and Team Intasure Marine Insurance, sailed by Andrea Giovannini and 
Markus Progli (False Bay).

With the top boats close together throughout the race, it was 
Colorpress that took the gun, followed by Team Intasure Marine Insurance 
and LDYC Round The Island Race Challenger.

On day two, the fleet headed out in light NW winds and lumpy seas. 
With whales traversing the race course and the wind switching back 
and forth it was going to be another tough day on the water, made more 
interesting by the kelp fronds all over the race course, which had been torn 
loose by the swell the day before.

In keeping with the high level of competition, the fleet was recalled 
twice before the race got underway. On the third start, only one boat, 
WYKCO (Gordon’s Bay) was over the line and then had the unenviable 
task of avoiding all the other boats as they bore away to restart. Orion 
Challenger, sailed by Ricky Robinson (Royal Natal), and his young crew, 
found themselves deep in the middle of the start melee and tacked away 
from the pack into clean air.

With the compulsory Sausage Course sailed on the opening day, the 
compulsory Triangle Course was set which gave the crews some great 
reaches in the light airs - and at the finish line it was Colorpress, followed 
by Team Intasure Marine Insurance and Orion Challenger.

There was a complete weather change the next day, and fleet went 
out in flat seas with a light SE breeze that was forecast to build during the 
afternoon to about 15 knots. With these favourable conditions, the final 
compulsory Square Course was set, which meant that after the day’s racing 
all the compulsory courses would have been sailed, thereby guaranteeing 
that even if there were no other races for the event, the 2010 Lipton Cup 
Challenge had been sailed.

This time, the start was clean and first around the top mark was Team 
Intasure Marine Insurance, followed closely by UCT Maverick and then 
JML 1, sailed by Brevan Thompson (Diocesan College).

With three laps of the course to sail, this was exciting sailing as the 
teams tried to take advantage of the numerous wind shifts and puffs that 
crossed the course.

Rounding the bottom mark and starting on the second lap, Team 
Intasure Marine Insurance held onto their lead, but everything had 
changed behind them - Colorpress was lying second, followed by LDYC 
Round The Island Race Challenger. 

Having been pinned in the mid-pack at the start, PYC Challenger, 

The False Bay Yacht Club team was unable to match the prowess of Knysna Yacht Club 
team, with Knysna taking the honours and Flase Bay being worthy runners-up.

pic by Trevor Wilkins
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COPLAN BOATS
No 1 1st Rd Apple Orchards, Walkerville, JHB 

Cell: 083 631 5196  coplanboats@metroweb.co.za 

OCEAN SPIRIT 34P

From Hull Deck Bulkhead to completed Boat

sailed by Luke Wagner (Point) was now in seventh place and pushing 
hard. Half way up the course, on the way to the weather mark, their 
main halyard broke and suddenly they were in trouble. With the mainsail 

starting to come down the mast, Luke’s younger brother, Stephen, climbed 
the mast and tried to solve the problem. Unable to get all the way to the 
top and with precious positions slipping away, Luke make a quick decision 
and told another crew member to climb the mast, so that their combined 
weight would capsize the boat and put the mast in the water.

This done, he ran down the now horizontal mast and joined Stephen 
in the water where they lashed the mainsail to the top of the mast while 
the rest of the crew jumped onto the keel to stop the boat capsizing 
completely! Repairs made, the intrepid brothers worked their way down 
the forestay and up she came. A quick scramble back on board, sheets in 
and off they went. This whole manoeuvre had taken only two minutes, but 
11 vital places had been lost.

Sailing consistently is always the key to winning a week-long event 
and once again it was Colorpress first, Team Intasure Marine Insurance 
second and then LDYC Round The Island Race Challenger third.

The big question on day four was: Could the young team on Team 
Intasure Marine Insurance beat the seasoned team on Colorpress? They 
had shown good bursts of speed in the first three races, but had lacked 
consistency.

With a very light wind, everyone wondered if they would get to race. 
After drifting around for over two hours, the decision to start the race 
was made and off they went in only five knots of breeze. Every wind puff 
would need to be taken advantage of and it would be imperative that 
every opportunity to squeeze a little more out of the boat and conditions 
was utilized.

After being in close contention for most of the race, Team Intasure 
Marine Insurance split away from the front pack, and that cost her a place 
on the podium that afternoon. Once again, it was Colorpress, followed by 
Orion Challenger and then UCT Maverick. 

With six points separating Colorpress and Team Intasure Marine 
Insurance, the fifth day lived up to everyone’s expectations. Right from the 
start, Andrea Giovaninni attacked and kept up the pressure on Colorpress. 
With the two leading boats locked in mortal battle, it gave the other teams 
a chance to shine and it was Kader Williams and Asenathi Jim, sailing 
RaceAhead Green Light (Defence Boland) who took up the challenge. 
These two young men have come up through the ranks and are part of the 
success story of Izivunguvungu Sailing. They showed their mettle and for 
the first time in the regatta, we had a new winner. They were followed by 
Team Intasure Marine Insurance and then another new face on the podium, 

Two young teams from UCT and the Royal Natal Yacht Club were always a threat at the top of the fleet, with the RNYC earning a hard-fought third spot overall. pic by Trevor Wilkins
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Results

1 Knysna Yacht Club Colorpress Greg Davis / Gareth Blankenberg
2 False Bay Yacht Club Team Intasure Marine Insurance Andrea Giovannini / Markus Progli
3 Royal Natal Yacht Club Orion Challenger Ricky Robinson
4 UCT Yacht Club UCT Maverick Oliver Hobson
5 Lake Deneys Yacht Club LDYC Round The Island Race Challenger Brandon Smith / Richard Tanner
6 Royal Cape Yacht Club Dynamic ID Systems Dale Kushner
7 Transvaal Yacht Club TYC Lipton Cup Challenge Ewald Sternagel
8 Theewater Sports Club Intasure James Largier
9 Defence Yacht Club (Boland) Race Ahead Green Light Kader Williams / Asenathi Jim
10 Point Yacht Club PYC Challenger Luke Wagner
11 Imperial Yacht Club Bandito Dominique Provoyeur
12 Walvis Bay Yacht Club Elsumo Bjorn Geiger
13 Diocesan College Yacht Club JML1 Brevan Thompson
14 Milnerton Aquatic Club Team Macnificent Hitachi Brent Gray
15 Traditional Boat Association Ekoenergy SA Rodney Tanner
16 Port Owen Yacht Club SecureData Reflections Mark Shrosbree
17 Saldanha Bay Yacht Club Esmeralda Bernard Farmer
18 Algoa Bay Yacht Club Aon Challenger Kerry Bonnage
19 Defence Yacht Club (WP) Berthas Restaurant (Navy) David Shilton
20 Zeekoe Vlei Yacht Club Maverick Meerkat Heidi Burger
21 Hout Bay Yacht Club JML3 Theo Yon
22 Defence Yacht Club (KZN) MSC Donna Mia... Always Jonathan Cole / Sibusisu Sizatu
23 Gordons Bay Yacht Club WYKCO Jan Delport
24 Hermanus Yacht Club Well Hung Gabriel Fernandes
25 Mossel Bay Yacht & Boat Club JML2 Pieter De Villiers

Dynamic ID Systems, sailed by Dale Kushner 
(Royal Cape).

Now it was all up to the final race. For the 
first time in a long while, it was clear that the 
Lipton Cup would be going to a new venue - the 
only question was whether it would be Simon’s 
Town or Mossel Bay (Knysna’s selected venue). 
With everything at stake, Team Intasure Marine 
Insurance engaged Colorpress during the dial-up 
for the start, and was shrugged off as Colorpress 
stormed away. From that point on, they sailed their 
hearts out and built an impressive lead over the 
rest of the fleet to win convincingly and capture 
the 2010 Lipton Cup Challenge.

With Knysna Yacht Club celebrating its 
Centenary on the Saturday, the Lipton Cup was 
transported directly to Knysna after the prize giving 
hosted by the Mayor of Cape Town, Alderman 
Plato in the Cape Town Civic Centre.

Looking back over the whole event, this week 
of sailing was one of the most exciting Lipton Cup’s 
in a long time, where it was all up to the last race 
and the gap between the ‘Master’ and ‘New Kids 
on the Block” has diminished.  •

The first race in cold and windy conditions was a tough one for most Clubs. pic by Trevor Wilkins
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Since the beginning of the year and especially 
during the build-up to Lipton, there have been 
a few questions about the way this year’s event 
could go.

One was whether Lipton was being sailed 
in Table Bay for the last time for a while, since 
champion Greg Davis had decided to sail the 
boat - now owned and sponsored by Colorpress 
and sailing under that name - for Knysna Yacht 
Club this year, with the chosen waters being 
Mossel Bay. 

Another big question, was of course, if Dale 
Kushner on Dynamic ID Systems, sailing for 
RCYC, could keep the trophy in Cape Town 
in 2011, and the even bigger one, it seemed, 
was whether Andrea Giovannini and Markus 
Progli and their young crew on Intasure, who 
came third with very little effort last year, could 
take the cup away from Davis and Gareth 
Blankenberg this year.

The entry list included three junior teams 
from MAC, ZVYC and Bishops, and many 
student and young teams from clubs such as 
FBYC, UCT, RNYC, PYC and TSC as well as 
three development teams and Dominique 
Provoyeur’s all-woman entry, Bandito, sailing for 
Imperial Yacht Club.

It was clear that the boats to watch would of 
course be Colorpress, sailing for KYC; Intasure, 
for FBYC, Dynamic ID Systems, for RCYC, Finn 
de Haan and James Largier on Intasure’s second 
boat, sailing for TSC; Bandito, for IYC, a new 
entry of Ricky Robinson and his young crew on 
Orion sailing for Royal Natal, Ewald Sternagel 
on Bumbo sailing for Transvaal YC and the UCT 
team, skippered by Ollie Hobson.

Conspicuous in his absence this year was 
Mark Sadler who had too many overseas sailing 
commitments, and stepped aside for Ricky 
Robinson and his team to use Orion.

Looking at the entry list, it seemed like 
Lipton had turned into a junior regatta this year, 
but then the L26, although a very physically-
demanding boat, is by virtue of its size a great 
keelboat for juniors to start on and what better 

Lipton Cup

A Youthful Event
By Kirsten Veenstra

way than against some of SA’s top sailors in 
what is arguably the most competitive regatta 
on our calendar? It was great to see so many 
young Dabbie sailors crewing on various boats 
in the fleet, with great support from their 
parents all the way...

The L26 WP champs are held the weekend 
before Lipton, and it is often said that whoever 
wins that regatta does not win Lipton. If this 
proved to be true this year, it promised to be 

an interesting Lipton! At the WP Champs, Greg 
and Gareth on Colorpress took the gold medal, 
and the silver was taken by Ricky and his team 
on Orion, making it clear that they would be a 
force to be reckoned with during Lipton.

Lipton this year was blessed with six days 
of wonderful sailing, mostly in sunny conditions 
and light winds. The first day’s racing on 
Sunday 22nd August was definitely in the worst 
conditions – heavy winds of around 20 knots 

Lake Deneys impressed with a fifth overall. 
Pic by Trevor Wilkins
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and over very big swells. The bridge struggled to get the right course set 
with the switching wind and first laid a rectangle and then changed it to 
a sausage, keeping the fleet waiting for close on two hours before racing 
started. In the massive swells, there were many very green competitors, 
and many on the bridge were also seen feeding the fish and not looking at 
all motivated to be on the bridge for the day!

The start of the first day’s racing was also a rather unfortunate one for 
many of the teams, as the wind veered around 40 degrees just after the 
start, putting the boats on what-would-have-seemed-to-be the best place 
on the line, on top of the fleet on starboard, in the worst possible place. 
Many of the boats who had a terrible start and ended up at the bottom of 
the fleet at the committee boat end on port, scored a luck and laid the top 
mark in one beat! There was much debate after racing as to whether the 
race should be protested out or not, and much threatening to do so, but 
in the end no one did and the race held. The two main contenders for the 
trophy, Colorpress and Intasure, took first and second places respectively.

Despite sailing coaches Giovaninni and Progli and their FBYC team 
on Intasure giving Davis and Blankenberg a real run for their money, 
match racing them around the course with huge tenacity each day, 

The youngsters certainly know how to hike. pic by Trevor Wilkins

Colorpress stayed in front on all race days except for the Thursday, where 
they slipped down to a fourth place, and Kader Williams and Asenathi Jim 
from Defence Yacht Club on Greenlight took a beautifully sailed first with 
Intasure second. Orion Challenger held their third place solidly throughout 
the regatta.

Going into the last day, Colorpress was three points ahead of Intasure 
– and anything could happen. But Intasure had a bad start, and although
they managed to claw their way back to fifth, Colorpress came first,
sealing yet another Lipton victory for Greg and Gareth.

All the sailors agreed that they had a wonderful six days’ sailing, and 
for many of the juniors, it must have been quite an educational week on 
the water!

And so, Lipton is over for another year, and next year’s event will 
bring a fresh set of exciting challenges. Andrea and Markus and their team 
on Intasure will certainly challenge again, and there is a rumour that Greg 
might step back and give Colorpress to his son Leo to campaign. There 
is also already much debate about how many boats will travel to Knysna 
Yacht Club’s chosen waters of Mossel Bay – Capetonians are notoriously 
bad travellers with yachts, and the L26 is a logistical nightmare to tow.

But it is clear that the L26 is still going to be the boat for Lipton for a 
few years yet.  •

It was this youthful team sailing for the Defence Yacht Club, and headed by Kader Williams and Asenathi Jim, who won the only race that Knysna Yacht Club failed to capture. 
pic by Trevor Wilkins
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The news that the 2011 Lipton Challenge Cup will be coming to 
Mossel Bay has been greeted with huge enthusiasm by the town - and 
particularly by SA Sailing’s National Training Manager, Rob Holden, 
who bases himself at the Mossel Bay Yacht and Boat Club.

So, what should the competitors expect when they begin rigging 
their L26s in the Southern Cape harbour town sometime during August or 
September next year?

Well, Dan Jaspers, the International Sailing Federations’ training 
manager, who visited the town and sailed there during August this year, 
said: “The way it was pitched to us was ‘the best sailing in the world’.

“But truly, being on the water, I said to one of the coaches: ‘I could 
stay out here all day and all night if I had to.’ 

“It’s just a fantastic place. The people are friendly and the sailing 
conditions are amazing. It varies from light winds to high winds 
throughout one day. It’s never constant, and that challenges you as a 
sailor, and keeps you wanting to find out what’s going on round the 
corner. An amazing place.” 

Rob Holden said that data from August 2009 and 2010 were 
consistent, and showed average wind speeds of between 10 and 20 knots, 
gusting to between 25 and 30 knots on only three occasions during both 
periods. 

“The water temperatures are also generally warmer at that time of the 
year - so the sailing’s going to be fantastic,” he said, adding that facilities at 
the club are more than adequate to host the event.

“The club is tucked into a corner of the bay, behind the breakwater, 
so it offers easy launching of rescue and support boats in all weather 
conditions. It’s also well situated for watching the racing, and, in fact, you 
can see most of the sailing area both from the balcony and from the sea 
wall in front of the car park.” 

He said that the club enjoys a good working relationship with the 
National Ports Authority and that the harbour offers a crane and more 
than adequate putting-in and taking-out facilities, and that there was 
plenty of parking for trailers and containers and safe and secure mooring 
in the marina.

Shore facilities at the Mossel Bay Yacht Club include a popular 
restaurant and bar, as well as conference facilities. Bigger conference 

By Martin Hatchuel

Mossel Bay

Lipton Cup 
Moves To New Venue
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rooms are available at the Protea Hotel, less than 200 metres away.
“With warm, safe sailing waters, good winds, options for racing in 

the bay or out in the open sea, and a choice of accommodation and 
restaurants within walking distance of the club, Mossel Bay is an ideal 
sailing destination,” said Holden.

Mossel Bay Tourism chairman Neels Zietsman said that Mossel Bay 
enjoys more than 300 days of sunshine every year and it’s ‘the only 
coastal resort town I know of that offers sea-front accommodation to 
everyone, no matter what your budget may be’.

He said there are various reasons why the town is such a popular 
holiday destination - but that all of them come back to one simple formula: 
there’s plenty to do.

“It’s got the right mix of ocean, beach, fynbos, mountains, and people 
- and the tourism industry has made the most of them by offering an
incredibly wide selection of adventures, tours, and attractions that range
from extreme sports - like shark cage diving - to the culture of museums,
fine art and the theatre,” he said

Holden said the mix is also expected to stand Mossel Bay in good 
stead in its bid for the 2014 Dart 18 Worlds - for which a preliminary bid 
document has already been submitted. 

“I’m really looking forward to next year’s event,” said Holden. “When 
you put the best sailors in the country into ‘the best sailing conditions in 
the world’, you’re going to see some incredibly exciting racing!”.
Further information on Mossel Bay from: www.visitmosselbay.co.za  •

Doughty finishing the race to Mossel Bay. pic by Trevor Wilkins
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